The Shape School

PROJET N …24

This is the Rectangle classroom. This is the Rectangle teacher and these are the Rectangle
pupils.
This is the Triangle classroom. This is the Triangle teacher and these are the Triangle
rectangle.
This is the Square classroom. This is the Square teacher and these are the Square pupils.
This is the Circle classroom. This is the Circle teacher and these are the Circle pupils.

One day, ALL the teachers decide to play a sneaky trick on ALL the pupils.
Rectangle teacher walks past the big poster, the medium poster and the little poster and she
enters the Triangle class.
Triangle teacher walks past the big poster, the medium poster and the little poster and she
enters the square class.
Square teacher walks past the big gate, the medium gate and the little gate and she enters
the circle class.
Circle teacher walks past the big gate, the medium gate and the little gate and she enters the
rectangle class.

“Hello pupils!” says the Rectangle teacher to the Triangle pupils.
“ Oh me oh my! “ say the Triangle pupils. “ Please, go back to your class!”
“Hello Triangle classroom!”
‘Oh dear, dear dear! She’s insisting!”
Rectangle teacher is laughing: “Ahhh! I’ve played a sneaky trick on you because I know you
are afraid of Rectangles!”

“Hello pupils!” says the Triangle teacher to the square pupils.
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“Oh me! Oh my! “say the square pupils. “Please, go back to your class!”
“Hello Square children!”
“Oh dear, dear, dear! She’s insisting!”
Triangle teacher is laughing: “Ahhh! I’ve played a sneaky trick on you because I know you
are afraid of triangles!”

Square teacher played the same sneaky trick on the Circle pupils.
Circle teacher played the same sneaky trick on the Rectangle pupils.

Next day, all the pupils decide to play a sneaky trick on all the teachers.
The Rectangle pupils, with the Square pupils, and the Triangle pupils with the Circle pupils,
they all run past the big gate, the medium gate and the little gate.
They ALL mix together in the classrooms.
Now there are Rectangle pupils, Square pupils, Triangle pupils and Circle pupils in each
classroom.
They are all happy to be with their friends.
“We are going to play a sneaky trick on you!”
But, is it really true?

The Rectangle teacher comes into her classroom: “Oh my God!” she shouts. “How many
different pupils are there? Two, three, four different shapes! “
“That’s wonderful and colourful! ” says the triangle teacher.
“ A mixed class of forms is great!” says the Square teacher.
“ Wouah! How beautiful and interesting!” says the Square teacher.
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